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Who are we?

It’s me and my dad:

Erik AmmannKai Ammann 

- Owner and manager of 
Sanetta GmbH (organic 
Baby clothing)

- 30 + years of experience 
in making rompers

- Product manager of Red 
Orka

- Founder of Red Orka
- 10 years of experience in 

fashion 



What we do 

- We make rompers for babies 
and rent them out 

Why we do What we 
do

- Ca 80 rompers per baby
- Using 44.000 Liter of water 
- producing 220 KG of CO2
- 160.000 Babies born each 

year in NL
- Usage of toxic materials
- Unethical production 

standards.

Nature and future 
generations worldwide are 
at the center of our heart. 



How does Red Orka solve these problems

What we do:

- Produce
- Rent
- Recycle



How is Red Orka approaching  
the Production

What we do::

- Organic and recycled 
materials 

- Chemical free process to 
increase the quality 

- Made in EU
- Education of our own 

staff
- Modern Production
- GOTS certification 

Result:

- High quality of Romper 
- 6 times more Babies
- Less water is used 
- Less production waste 
- Less CO2
- Higher comfort for the 

Baby



How is Red Orka approaching  the 
Renting

What we do::

- Rent with a subscription 
model

- Deliver and collect
- Try and collect at baby 

stores

Result:

- Conscious consumption 
- Seamless transaction 

between old and new size
- Higher customer 

satisfaction
- Less Production 
- Less Water 
- Less CO2
- Less post consumer 

waste



How is Red Orka approaching  
the recycling

What we do:

- Partnership with textile 
recycle enterprises. 

Result:

- R&D focused on circular 
fabrics

WE ARE LOOKING FOR PARTNERS TO DEVELOP A POST CONSUMER 
PRODUCT 



Thank you Big Time

Contact:

Erik Ammann
Mail: erik@red-orka.com
Phone: 0031 641382740 

Follow us

Linkedin: Red Orka
Instagram: @red.orka.amsterdam

mailto:erik@red-orka.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/red-orka
https://www.instagram.com/red.orka.amsterdam/

